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Introduction
Current discussions regarding economic forecasting are almost wholly consumed by the 

timing of the Federal Reserve’s policy response to tightening labor markets. That is not 
surprising given that most current third graders weren’t yet born when the Fed last raised 
rates in 2006. Much in the economy has changed since the Federal Reserve last engaged in 
monetary tightening, and so there is no shortage of short-term analysis of the condition of 
the US economy. So, in addition to our typical annual forecast, this particular estimate will 
focus more heavily on the long-run projections for the United States, the Midwest, Indiana, 
and multi-county regions. We do so in three sections, beginning with a discussion of the 
current academic and policy debate regarding stagnation in the US economy. The second 
section offers both a short-run and long-run forecast for the US and the Midwest, and the 
third section describes what is happening in Indiana and its regions and what these places 
can expect through 2030. 
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Productivity, Growth, and Employment
Economic growth is best thought of as consisting of the use of 

more inputs to production (e.g. workers and machinery) or through 
the more efficient use of these inputs such as the application of bet-
ter technology or managerial methods. The United States appears 
to suffer from slowing growth from both factors. U.S. population 
growth and labor force participation rates are both declining, mostly 
due to natural reasons related to the demographic composition of 
the country.[1] Far more worrisome is an unexplained decline in 
overall productivity growth in the economy since the middle of the 
last decade. One way to measure this is to examine value-added 
production per hour worked in the economy, which has slowed 
dramatically since the mid 2000s. See Figure 1. 

Despite a wide degree of industrial variation in productivity 
growth,[2] most additional input growth has come in the form of 
capital, information technology, and private sector R&D intensity. 
See Figure 2. 

Another feature of stagnant productivity over a business cycle is 
the dynamics of per-worker production. Figure 3 depicts an index of 
production per worker for the US and Midwestern states from 1998 
through 2014. There was clearly growth from 1998 through the 
middle of the last decade, followed by an abrupt increase in produc-
tion per worker during the recession. This was followed with a con-
tinued plateau of growth. This suggests that productivity growth, 
which would influence the output per worker, largely stagnated in 
the mid-2000s, punctuated only by significant reductions in the 
labor force that accompanied the recession. 

Figure 3. Production Index Using Real GDP per 
Worker, US and Midwestern States, 1997-2014
Source: Author calculations using the Bureau of Economic Analysis

Figure 2. US Growth Composition Index, 1987-2013
Source: Author calculations using the Bureau of Economic Analysis

Figure 1. Change in Value-Added Production per Hour 
Worked, US, 1973-2014
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis

1. See several studies at the FRB Atlanta’s Center for Human Capital Studies.  
https://www.frbatlanta.org/chcs.aspx

2. For a review of manufacturing productivity over this time period, see Hicks, Michael J. 
and Srikant Devaraj. (2015). The Myth and Reality of Manufacturing in America.  
http://projects.cberdata.org
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Figure 4 depicts the change in GDP per worker in the US and 
the Midwest (Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio, and 
Wisconsin). Although there is cyclical variation surrounding the two 
recessions during this period, there is also clearly a downward trend. 
A lengthy decline in growth of value-added per full-time equivalent 
worker is illustrated in Figure 5. 

Productivity and Economic Stagnation

There are many measures of productivity and several arguments 
for the current productivity concerns. These concerns frame expec-
tations about short-run economic growth in a way that differs from 
much of the past discussion about recovery from the current reces-
sion. It comprises evaluations about waves of technological improve-
ment and human capital development over the past 200 years. 

The first theory to explain the lengthy period of economic 
stagnation in the United States lies with the nature of technologi-
cal advancement. The first 50 years of the 20th century harnessed 
the power of steam and electrical power for the development of 
railroads, automobiles, and telephones. Although slow to be widely 
adopted, these innovations revolutionized daily life, including 
workplace productivity. The innovations in the later half century 
continued to improve daily operations, but not as dramatically.

The second theory concerns the growth and quality of human 
capital. Waves of immigration in the 19th century triggered growth 
in cities and factories, but has since tapered off. The social reform 
of the 1970s-1980s lead to increased productivity through the 
addition of a sizable female workforce. The quality of the workforce 
improved thanks to widespread education. High school graduation 
rates rose from 10 percent in the 1900s to 80 percent in the 1970s. 
College graduation rates rose dramatically following World War II 
through the 1980s as GIs and baby boomers went to school.

The economy is larger and more productive since these events, 
but the subsequent growth in productivity has run its course. 

If the stagnation hypothesis is correct, then policy efforts aimed 
at generating quick growth may only result in asset bubbles (e.g. the 
accommodative monetary policy in the late 1990s and early 2000s). 
One compelling piece of evidence is that many economic models rely-
ing upon significant hysteresis have generated more than a half decade 
of optimistic economic forecasts in the wake of the Great Recession. 
Many of them are now predicting slower growth in the coming years 
as more recent periods of slow growth influence the predictions.

The stagnation hypothesis is not without critics. Indeed, two of the 
leading economists now discussing the issue do not agree on many 
of the causes. Moreover, economists have been notoriously poor at 
predicting significant waves of innovation. Still, the observed pattern 
of a slower-than-anticipated recovery and modest labor force growth 
even under significant fiscal and monetary stimulus suggests that the 
stagnation hypothesis must be considered when interpreting growth 
of the current economy. It also means that slower growth in GDP will 
impose significant policy discussion surrounding the sluggish increase 
in the standard of living of Americans for some time.[3] 
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Figure 5. Change and Real Value Added per Full-Time 
Equivalent Worker, 1948-2014
Source: Author calculations using the Bureau of Economic Analysis

Figure 4. US and Midwest Average Change in GDP per 
Worker, 1998-2014
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis and author’s calculations

5a. Real Value Added

5b. Percent Change

3. See the Further Reading section at the end of this document for details.
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The Global and National Economies
The world economy, which has faced uneven growth in the post-

recession period, is widely predicted to slow in the coming year. This 
slowdown is related to many factors, but is most tangibly apparent in 
the slower economic growth in China, lower commodity demand, 
especially for fuels, and continued poor performance in several key 
nations including Brazil, Canada, and the European Union. Several 
projections of world GDP growth appear in Figure 6. 

The national economy likewise has several observers who project 
GDP growth for 2016 and later. See Figure 7. The median forecast 
is 2.8 percent real GDP growth for 2016. Six of these forecasting 
organizations report 2017 and later estimates. In each case the 2017 
forecast is lower than the 2016 GDP growth projections.[4] Also, US 
growth projections are beneath those of the world as a whole since, 
for much of the world, the labor force is growing. 

The model employed for this forecast over the past 20 years 
includes a short-term national outlook prepared as a naïve forecast-
ing model. This is referred to as the Santoni Model.[5] Results for 
the US economy appear in Table 1. 

Notably, these results are very close to the estimate from the Indi-
ana Econometric Model,[6] which we’ve used to estimate GDP for 
the coming decade and a half. This forecast projects US economic 
growth through 2030 and includes a range for high and low GDP 
performance. We project US real GDP growth to be 2.3 percent in 
2016. See Figure 8. 

4. US GDP forecasts for 2017: CBO (2.6%), UBS (2.5%), PwC (2.5%), World Bank 
(2.4%), The Economist Intelligence Unit (2.4%), and the Federal Reserve (2.2%).

5. The Santoni Model comes from Gary Santoni, George & Frances Ball distinguished 
professor emeritus of economics at Ball State University.

6. The national models are estimated from a modestly altered version of the FAIR Model. 
See the Further Reading section at the end of this document.

Figure 7. Various Forecasts for US GDP Growth, 2016
Source: Blue Chip, The Conference Board, The Economist, Goldman Sachs, 

IMF, Kiplinger, Moody’s, National Assoc. of Realtors, PwC, UBS Financial, 
US Congressional Budget Office, US Federal Reserve System, US Office of 
Management and Budgets, and World Bank

Note: The estimate from the Federal Reserve is the median from the September 
2015 multi-forecast report.

Figure 6. Various Forecasts for World GDP Growth, 2016
Source: Citigroup, The Economist, European Commission, Goldman Sachs, HSBC, 

IHS Global Insight, IMF, OECD, Oxford Economics, PwC, and World Bank
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Table 1. US Quarterly Economic Forecast, 2016
Source: Author calculations using the Santoni Model
Note: The Santoni Model was custom-created for the forecasting activities of 

the Ball State Business Roundtable. Output of this model appears in the event 
archives within www.bsu.edu/cber.
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Real GDP 
Growth

2.7% 1.9% 2.2% 2.6% 2.4%

Inflation Rate 1.4% 1.9% 1.7% 1.9% 1.7%

Unemployment 
Rate

5.0% 4.9% 4.8% 4.8% 4.9%

10-Year 
Treasury Bond 

2.1% 2.1% 2.0% 1.9% 2.0%

Figure 8. US Real GDP Growth, 1999-2030
Source: Author calculations using the Bureau of Economic Analysis
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Indiana and Its Regions
Our forecast for Indiana is estimated through the Indiana 

Econometric Model[6] and projects Indiana’s growth at 2.1 percent 
in 2016. As with the national economy, Indiana’s GDP appears to 
slow sectorally through the forecast period, with real annual growth 
hovering around the 2.0 percent range. See Figure 9.

Real personal income growth in Indiana is expected to remain 
in the 1.6 percent range through the forecast period. See Table 3. 
We anticipate employment in Indiana to grow by 32,400 workers 

leaving an unemployment rate of 4.1 percent by year’s end. We 
will see a slowing of the economy across the board, with personal 
income rising above 1.5 percent only for those in manufactur-
ing, trade, and health care. We do not expect declines in personal 
income in any sector, but growth will be very slow for government, 
utilities and information technology. 

Midwestern Growth

Growth in real GDP in the Midwest mirrors the national business 
cycle, but has been slower and experienced larger variation than the 
national economy during these periods. From 2001-2007, which 
was trough-to-peak of the previous recovery, the US saw real GDP 
growth of 2.5 percent, while the Midwest saw growth from 0.4 in 
beleaguered Michigan to 2.2 percent in Wisconsin. This national 
recovery did not materially improve economic conditions in the 
manufacturing heartland of the nation. 

The recession in the Midwest was more pronounced than much 
of the nation as a whole, with GDP losses in manufacturing inten-
sive states like Indiana and Michigan dropping 2.8 and 3.1 percent 
respectively. Growth in the years following the Great Recession has 
not been robust, with only Indiana seeing growth near the national 
average over this time period. 

The Indiana Econometric Model for 2016 through 2030 predicts 
growth in all of the region to remain muted, growing slower than the 
nation as a whole. See Table 2. The most optimistic position is that of 
Indiana which is forecast to grow at near the national rate at 2.1 per-
cent. Growth in Michigan and Illinois is anticipated to remain very 
low, with growth in the remainder of the region also sluggish. 

Figure 9. Indiana GDP Growth Compared to the US, 
1999-2030
Source: Author calculations using the Bureau of Economic Analysis

Table 2. Midwest GDP Growth Forecast, 2001-2030
Source: Author calculations using the Bureau of Economic Analysis

IN IL KY MI OH WI US

2001-2007
(pre-recession)

1.5% 1.7% 1.5% 0.4% 1.3% 2.2% 2.5%

2008-2009
(recession)

-2.8% -0.4% -0.4% -3.1% -1.1% -0.4% -1.6%

2010-2015
(recovery)

2.1% 0.5% 0.9% 0.8% 1.0% 1.1% 2.1%

2016-2030
(forecast)

2.1% 1.3% 1.3% 0.6% 1.1% 1.7% 2.2%
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Table 3. Forecast for Indiana, 2016 
Source: Author calculations using the Indiana Econometric Model.

GDP growth 2.1%

Employment gains 32,400

Unemployment rate 4.1%

Personal income growth 1.6%

From manufacturing 1.9%

From construction 1.4%

From health care 2.1%

From transportation and warehousing 0.8%

From trade (retail and wholesale) 1.5%

From finance 1.3%

From utilities 0.4%

From information technology 0.3%

From state and local government 0.2%
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Regional Population Growth 

Indiana’s rural and urban growth differential will continue 
through the forecast period. See Figure 10a. Urban areas will grow 
at rates near the national level, while Indiana’s rural counties will 
continue to experience significant population loss through the next 
decade. 

A county is considered urban if it is considered by the US Office 
of Management and Budgets to be a part of a metropolitan sta-
tistical area, known to economists as an MSA. These MSAs can 
span across state borders, illustrating the paths of commerce and 
commuter transportation. MSAs that include Indiana counties are 
shown in Figure 10b. These are the places that are experiencing a 
majority of the growth in our state as millennials start careers and 
families.

Long-run population growth will generate most of the difference 
between regions. See Figure 11 (next page). Indiana’s population 
is projected to grow to 7.055 million by 2030, with the strongest 
growth coming from the greater Indianapolis and greater Fort 
Wayne areas. By 2030 we anticipate the Indianapolis region will 
grow to 2.3 million persons, while the Fort Wayne region will grow 
to just over 1 million. The south central and southeastern portions 
of Indiana will also see modest population growth. The east central 
region will continue to experience population decline through 
2030, and the remainder of the state will see no meaningful popula-
tion differences in the regions. n
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10a. Urban and Rural County Growth
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis and author’s calculations

10b. Urban Counties and Their MSAs
Source: US Office of Management and Budget and Indiana Business Research 

Center

Figure 10. Population Growth in Indiana’s Urban and 
Rural Areas, 2000-2030
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